
















IN THE BEGINNING 

a khaki garment, constructed somewhat along the lines of the 

linen duster of early automobiling days, while Schaefer's 
equipment consisted of the familiar blue denim overalls. 

(Although no formal vote was taken, sentiment appeared to 
favor the Moscrip garment as the official uniform of the 

inspectors on account of its more judicial appearance and 

possibly, too, because it was a two-man job to get Schaefer out 

of his rig on account of the surplus of clothing worn under it.) 
"The procedure the men followed for rating the animals 

included three steps. First, each cow was taken separately as 

she stood in the line. Then one inspector was assigned to each 
cow in rotation and he, in tum, would call the classification in 

which he would rate her and set forth his reasons for the rating. 

After that, the rest of the inspectors would vote in accordance 

with their judgement. Differences of opinion were debated, 

with Superintendent Norton as moderator, until, so far as 
possible, a unanimous opinion prevailed. It was quickly 

discovered that no difficulty would be had in reaching practi

cally perfect agreement upon the class of cows going into the 

'Excellent' class as well as into the 'Poor' class; and the 'Fair' 
rating also gave the group little trouble. It seemed that the 
greatest difficulty would come in agreeing upon the line of 

demarkation between the 'Good' and 'Very Good' classes. 
After taking time out for a very splendid dinner at the 

Hotel Baker in St. Charles, the committee stayed right through 
until about 9 o'clock that night to finish the entire herd. Of the 

86 head inspected, 73 rated Good or higher, including 22 Very 

Good and two Excellent. The last two, appropriately enough, 
were the two highest record cows in the herd: Pauline Beauty 

Johanna De Kol (born on November 20, 1918, and bred by 

W.L. Holbrock of Waldo, Wisconsin), who had just finished a

yearly record above 25,000M and Queen Ormsby Mercedes De

Kol, the good aged cow shown with the Silver Glen herd in the

fall of 1928.
"The rating of these cows as Excellent illustrated very 

well the practical nature of this system of scoring. Show yard 

ideals of condition were disregarded entirely. For example, the 

Queen Ormsby Mercedes cow was very badly out of condition 

on account of having stepped on a nail, but her essentials of 

correct conformation were recognized and given credit just the 

same. In addition, another cow was not penalized for udder 

defects, which the committee felt were the result of advanced 

age and hard work rather than inheritance." 

Some 66 herds were scored by the inspectors that first 

year, but the economic crisis of the 1930's sent the annual 

figure of herds classified to the lowest in its history-only two 

herds were scored in 1934. 

After World War II and into the 1950's, the number of 

animal classifications shot up dramatically. By 1957, about 

300,000 registered Holsteins had been evaluated; and some 

1200 Holstein herds were classified annually by inspectors who 

were now called classifiers and who worked in full time 
schedules, twelve months a year. 

Today herd classification is at an all-time high in the U.S. 

It is seen not only as a breeding tool for improvement of herds, 

but also as a substantial factor in merchandising Holstein cattle. 

More than 7,000 herds are evaluated within each 14-month 

cycle. This number represents more herds scored in one cycle 

than the total herds scored in the first 25 years of the program. 
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Pauline Beauty Johanna De Kol Ex-90 
The first cow of the breed to ever be classified Excellent, and 
she was bred in Wisconsin. 

R.J. Schaefer 
From Appleton, WI. One 
of the first original nine 
classifiers in 1929. 

Outside the U.S., the program became the envy of Hol

stein breeders everywhere and prompted several technical 

assistance trips to different countries. By 1960, herd classifi

cation was an accepted way of life for both the U.S. and foreign 

Holstein breeder. However, some changes in classification 

came in the mid-1960's. 

The system for recognizing multiple Excellents was 

started in 1966, following a study and recommendations by Dr. 

George W. Trimberger of Cornell University. Under this 
program, a female could be classified Excellent at any age after 

her second freshening. The first "E" could come at any time 
through five years of age. Additional Excellent classifications 

could be made upon reclassification within the following age 
brackets: 6 through 8 years, 9 through 11 years, 12 through 14 

years, 15 through 17 years, 18 through 20 years and 21 years 

and over. If a cow was reclassified and scored 90 or more at 

each of these age brackets, she received the 7E designation. 

(The multiple 4E cow belongs to quite an exclusive club. In the 
first 28 months of the program, through April 25, of 1968, only 

11 cows earned the 4E designation. As of April 17th, 1979, 350 
cows achieved this honor. By 1989, 228 Wisconsin cows were 

classified 4E or more.) 

Dr. Trimberger was also asked by the National Holstein 
Association to develop a more precise method of recognizing 
type traits of animals to be classified. As a result, in 1967, he 

invented a system of descriptive codes that could be used to 

evaluate inheritable traits: stature, head, front end, back, rump, 
legs, feet, fore udder, rear udder, udder support, udder quality, 

teat size and placement, and miscellaneous. Classifiers contin

ued to rate animals for general appearance, body capacity, dairy 

character and mammary system, but, after 1967, descriptive 


































































